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"European youth and its musical diversity"
Ferdinand Richard's introduction to the debate

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Journalists talk often about "difference", "cultural identity", "european culture", "cultural democraty", etc..., and we want to talk this afternoon about "musical diversity". The term "diversity" is in itself quite ambiguous, and I am certainly not qualified to examine all its philosophical and political aspects. 
Nevertheless, when it is associated to music and youth and Europe, it takes a specific perspective, quite different (although linked, to some extend) to what is debated when speaking about cultural diversity in a political frame, weither it is territorial or global.

But as a preambule, do we really know about the constantly changing background picture? 
Let's refresh our minds about the true strategic and political weight of youth and music. I am not going to drawn you in a sea of statistics, but let me just point out some spectacular numbers:

1) I have not the statistics for all the EU, but if you add the population of the 8 EU countries on the Mediterranean Sea plus the 11 non-EU countries having their shores on this sea, we have there 435 millions inhabitants, on which 25% are less than 15 years old, so-to-say 118 millions persons. Most of this huge number of persons listen to or practice music. This is the true political, strategical weigth of music in this part of the world in the next 15 years, and this is not just about young people having fun. It will deal with social cohesion, peace keeping, emancipation of populations, industries, "aménagement du territoire", etc... 

2) According to the communication tool of the french Syndicat National des Editeurs Phonographiques, which is the Union of the Major Record Companies in this country, independant record companies share a 23,5% of the record market worldwide, only 16,1% on the European level, and an astonishing and miserable 3,3% in France (which is probably the worst country in Europe from this point of view). The statistic was published in 2002, two years ago, but I am afraid it did not really change since...
Of course this is directly affecting musical diversity. On a public level we speak about decentralising culture policies, respecting cultural diversity, but looking at entreprises structuration, we can see a constant over-centralism, over-formating, as well as on the decision making process, as on the artistic production planning, as on the marketing techniques, as on the job profiles of the sector, etc...

3) A proeminant London radio recently decided to base its charts no more on the record sales numbers, but on the legal downloadings from the web. The top five of these charts was different of the "regular" top five (record sales) for at least  3 out of 5.

4) Let's confront a drastic generational change on the customers habits and the business structuration:
According to an IPSOS-Reid enquiry in 2001, the number of music downloading websurfers differs considerably with generations: In France 57% of the websurfers under the age of 24 download music, while only 34 % of the websurfers over 25 do download music. The respective numbers are 67% and 40% for Holland, 70% and 46% for Italy, 75% and 40% for Sweden.    
If you add to this the following perspectives, then you begin to have a clearer picture of the tools which will be used by the youth to foster, if possible, musical diversity in Europe, at present and in the future:
according to a Screen Digest study in june 2002, the on-line sales of CD-s or recorded materials on the web will be multiplicated by 4 between 2003 and 2005 (411 millions euros to a perspective of 1600), legal music-downloadings multiplicated by 50 (3 millions euros to 152), and musical services registrations multiplicated by more than 100 (3,2 millions euros to 362 millions) 

- A very last word to tell you what I red in one of the recent editions of Rolling Stone, the famous NYC music magazine,about Clear Channel, the company run by a former US Air Force officer, Mister Lowry Mays, a close republican and texan relation of the Bush family. Clear Channel is doing very well , they now monopolise over 70% of the concerts in the USA, all styles included (if you can imagine what it means in terms of number of concerts aud audiences), possesses about 1200 radio stations in this country, and begins to buy leading advertising companies in Europe, probably as a starter before buying musical tour-organisations, which makes sense on a business point of view. 

This is the frame, ladies and gentlemen, in which we have to think about the protection of the musical diversity of the youth in Europe, its necessity or uselessness,  its  eventual tools, its eventual roadmap, its political consequences. 
 
Being a field operator since more than thirty years now, in permanent contact with musical youngsters of my city Marseille, but also in the damaged suburbs of Kinshasa, with the ethnical mosaic of the youth in Middle East cities, or with the extremely remote youth of small populations in the far North of Russia, I would not consider diversity as such, but would try to list some pre-requested conditions for the sake of this diversity.   

- The first question, of course, is the question of the center and the peripheries. 
Quite a few of us understand nowadays that we inevitably come to the choice between two kinds of Europe. Do we accept the proeminant one, the one telling that all the power, the money, the communication means will be concentrated in some areas of Europe, some concentrations of major towns, some "Golden Triangles" such as the London/Amsterdam/Paris one, or, on a newer perspective, what is now building up between Vienna and the capital cities of Central Europe, or even between Berlin, the Baltic capital cities, and Warsaw, not to speak about the quite rich North-West Italy and Grenoble/Lyon link. These golden triangle areas, in fact insiduously superposing the official regions in the european regional process, would leave other "remote areas", "peripheries", as reserves for raw material, including intellectual or artistic, these peripheries being not equiped with sufficiant adequat development policies, not politically respected, wasted in terms of job implementing, etc... These golden triangles already have a extremely strong power of attraction on young people, on musicians, on their managers. These golden triangles re-inforce the monopolistic tendancies, weakness the local free entreprises and their networks. 
(By the way, it is also what happens with international development policies, in Africa for example...)
If we want to secure musical diversity amongst young european citizens, we have to give them the chance to start-up, to root their business somewhere, through local economically efficiant networks, from which they will, in full autonomy, adress the rest of the world with locally improved production.  

- The second question is the question of the esthetics. 
It's a recurrent one, which was existing even before anyone would think about something like European Union.  It is the question of the dominant esthetics, linked to the power, the question of the definition of beauty, the question of sophistication, etc... 
We all know that too much sophistication often leads to the Kitch. We all know that the purity of the original sound could grow in a context of illiteracy. We all know that having thousands of recordings at home cannot guarantee you of being better-educated than a aboriginal from the amazonian forest, having no "cultural" belongings but a flute. 
New esthetics always come from a diversion, not to say a perversion, of existing rules, and it always come where and when nobody is waiting for them. Furthermore, they are on a move, and what is looking ugly and badly achieved to-day may look a shining jewel tomorrow. Everything is possible on this matter, we must always be flexible, be ready to accept that new-and-surprising is better than beautiful-and-expected. 
It's a mind ethic. 
To my point of view, esthetics and taste are like religion. It is a strictly personnal, private, not to say secret elaboration, and as soon as one wants to inforce it as a collective responsability, it eventually takes the risk of looking like a pre-fascist tendancy.  
No diversity can be guaranteed if the decison-maker confuses her/his very personnal taste with public supporting funding.
No diversity can be protected if the rules of dominant bon goût are terrorizing the citizens at the precise moment when, in their youth, they begin to design their personnal cultural frame. 

- The third question is the question of knowledge transmission. 
Although closed to mathematics in many of its aspects, music is above all a feeling that sometimes mocks the rules of science. Teachers can teach the technical part of it. Only music lovers, musicians can transcend  this equation in tears. This cannot be taught. It can only be contagious as fever. Therefore, the educational/transmission frame of music, including the related job descriptions, or the houses hosting the process, must be totally reconsidered. 
Let me give you an example:
In the CNR of Marseille, thanks to the young teacher in charge, after years of dicussions, the electro-acoustic course recently opened to non-formal teaching, suddenly attracting youngsters coming from the electro-hip-hop-dance field. 
The result is spectacular. 
The quality of popular electro-musics is dramatically increasing. The class-room is a true milk-shaker of all kinds of influences. Rigor and quality are coming back to the center. No one is forced to accept such or such dominant esthetic. The teacher is here to foster good practices, economy of procedure, nothing else. At the end of the day, I believe it's the only way to give independance, respect and exporting success to these young musics, to guarantee their diversity, and therefore to bring a considerable added-value to the region and the city.    

As an undirect conclusion, allow me to quote Mr Huma YUSUF, a journalist at the Friday Times in Lahore/Pakistan, in an article he wrote in august 2004 about this collective crazyness in Pakistan, where everyone tries to have a whiter skin:

"Since several years, the Western World tends to reach a social achievement with no racial boundaries, and  tries hard in combating racism, sexism, and all kinds of prejudices related to age or social class. Still, when it is confronted to the prototype of an apparently ideal human being, freed from those narrow social statements, it is collectively shaked by an horrible feeling.
Take Michael Jackson:
He is at the same time black and white, woman and man, old and young, rich and poor. He reached what mankind is dreaming of, nevertheless we are terrified when facing this Frankenstein, which is the true product of a society that tries to erase all kinds of differences."

I thank you for your attention.














